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Ensuring Consistency 
between 

Classifiers and Classes



Our Challenge
• How can we keep non-code development 

artifacts synchronized with source code?

• requirements and feature descriptions 
(Microsoft Word or text documents)

• architecture descriptions (Viseo drawings, 
SVG or text documents)

• design artifacts (UML documents as encoded 
by XML files)

• specifications (structured English + pragmas)



Current State of Affairs
• requirements are written by customers

• features are written by marketing

• analysis and design documents are written 
by “architects”

• specifications are written by programmers

• tests are written by Q/A and programmers

• in general, there is no consistency 
check!



Our Solution:
Refinement using 

Type-logical Grammars



Refinement 
Big-Picture

class_chart LOGICAL_CLOCK

explanation

  "A logical clock."

query

  "What is the current time for this clock?"

command

  "Advance the clock; update the clock's time."

constraint

  "The time must be non-negative.",

  "Must support concurrent use by multiple clients."

end

indexing

  about:        "A logical clock.";

  title:        "TickTockClock";

  author:       "Joe Kiniry";

  copyright:    "Copyright (C) 2007 Joe Kiniry";

  organisation: "School of Computer Science and Informatics, UCD";

  date:         "January 2007";

  version:      "Revision: 11";

static_diagram

component

  deferred class LOGICAL_CLOCK

  feature

    my_time: INTEGER  -- The current time of this clock.

    -- What is the current time of this clock?

    deferred get_logical_time: INTEGER

      -- concurrency: CONCURRENT

      -- modifies: QUERY

      ensure

        Result = my_time;

      end

    deferred advance  -- Advance this clock's time.

      -- concurrency: GUARDED

      -- modifies: my_time

      ensure

        -- This clock's time has monotonically increased.

        old my_time < my_time;

    end

  invariant

    0 <= my_time;

  end -- class LOGICAL_CLOCK

end --component

/**

 * A logical clock.

 * @title         "TickTockClock"

 * @date          "2007/01/23 18:00:49"

 * @author        "Fintan Fairmichael"

 * @organisation  "CSI School, UCD"

 * @copyright     "Copyright (C) 2007 UCD"

 * @version       "$ Revision: 1.7 $"

 */

public interface LogicalClock {

  // The current time of this clock.

  //@ public model instance \bigint _time;

  //@ public invariant 0 <= _time; 

  /**

   * @return What is the current time of this clock?

   * @concurrency CONCURRENT                          

   */

  //@ ensures \result == _time;

  public /*@ pure @*/ long getLogicalTime();

  /**

   * Advance this clock's time.

   * @concurrency GUARDED

   */

  //@ assignable _time;

  //@ ensures \old(_time) < _time;

  //@ ensures (* _time has been increased. *);

  public void advance();

}

/**

 * A logical clock implementation.

 * @author "Joseph Kiniry"

 */

public class LogicalClockImpl implements LogicalClock {

  /** The current logical time. */

  private long my_time = 0; //@ in _time;

  //@ private represents _time <- my_time;

  public long getLogicalTime() {

    return my_time;

  }

  public void advance() {

    my_time++;

  }

}

Informal EBON

Formal EBON

JML

Java

Figure 1: A diagrammatic representation of refinement from EBON to Java.

static_diagram CONCEPTS_AND_RELATIONS

component

deferred class LOGICAL_CLOCK

deferred class ALARM

effective class CLOCK persistent

effective class ALARM_CLOCK persistent

ALARM_CLOCK inherit CLOCK

ALARM_CLOCK inherit ALARM

end

Listing 1: An EBON static diagram describing the core concepts of the running example.

In this example, the concepts identified through domain analysis are alarm, alarm clock, and logical
clock. Their relationships are summarized in the EBON static diagram CONCEPTS AND RELATIONS in

Listing 1. Their definitions are elided in this example.

Each concept is summarized with an informal diagram. An informal diagram describes the concept

and its interfaces in terms of queries, commands, and constraints. Queries and commands are collectively

known as features.

For example, the logical clock must store a time value and, in EBON terminology, support a query to

determine the current time stored in the clock. A command is also necessary to monotonically advance

the time stored in the clock. Furthermore, a constraint states that the time stored in the clock is always

non-negative. Finally, the logical clock must also behave correctly while being used by multiple concurrent

clients.

class_chart LOGICAL_CLOCK

explanation

"A logical clock."

query

"What is the current time of this clock?"

command

"Advance the clock; update the clock’s time."

constraint

"The time must be non-negative.",

"Must support concurrent use by multiple clients."

end

Listing 2: An EBON class chart for LOGICAL CLOCK.

This interface and requirements are expressed using an EBON informal chart. Like most requirement

languages, informal EBON uses structured English to denote analysis concepts and requirements. The

EBON class chart shown in Listing 2 captures this information.



Example Refinement

class_chart ALARM
explanation
  "An alarm."
query
  "Is this alarm on?"
command
  "Turn this alarm on.",
  "Turn this alarm off."
constraint
  "The alarm is either on or off."
end

↩



indexing
  about: "An alarm.";
static_diagram
component
  deferred class ALARM
  feature
    deferred on  -- Turn this alarm on.
      ensure
        is_on();
      end
    deferred off  -- Turn this alarm off.
      ensure
        not is_on();
      end
    deferred is_on: BOOLEAN  -- Is this alarm on?
  invariant
    on xor off  -- The alarm is either on or off.
  end
end

↩



/**
 * An alarm that is either on or off.
 * ...
 */
public interface AlarmInterface {
  /** Turn this alarm on. */
  //@ ensures isOn();
  public void on();
	
  /** Turn this alarm off. */
  //@ ensures !isOn();
  public void off();
	
  /** @returns Is this alarm on? */
  public /*@ pure @*/ boolean isOn();
}

↩...



Type-logical Semantics

• Bob Carpenter (while at CMU in early 90s)

• lexical semantics characterizing the 
meaning of expressions

• compositional semantics explains the 
meanings of arbitrarily complex linguistic 
expressions in terms of the meaning of 
their subexpressions and the manner in 
which they are combined



Logical Foundations
• simple grammars in lambda-calculus and 

higher-order (modal) logic

• simple sentences in English with 
argument and adjunct structure

• categorical grammar based upon type-
theory and its associated logic

• coordination, quantifier scope, anaphora, 
unbounded dependency constructions



The Grammatical 
Framework (GF)

• Aarne Ranta’s group in Gothenburg, Sweden

• FLOSS special-purpose functional language 
and NLP framework for writing grammars

• interfaces with Haskell, Java, JavaScript, etc.

• encode categorical grammars a la Carpenter

• is a logical framework a la PVS/Coq/Isabelle

• has been used to translate: mathematical 
proofs into English, formal specifications into 
English, natural languages, etc.



GF Language Features

• static type checking

• higher-order functions

• dependent types

• pattern matching with data constructors 
and regular expressions

• module system with multiple inheritance 
and parameterized modules



Categories in GF



Categories in GF



CFGs in GF

Pred. S ::= NP VP; 
Compl. VP ::= V2 NP ;
John. NP ::= "John" ;
Mary. NP ::= "Mary" ;
Love. V2 ::= "loves" ;

John loves Mary

Returns the natural logarithm (base e) of a double value.



Separating Abstract and 
Concrete Syntax

• each rule is converted to two judgements

• fun, declaring a syntactic function

• lin, giving its linearization rule

Pred. S ::= NP VP	===> fun Pred : NP -> VP -> S
                       lin Pred np vp = np ++ vp



GF Grammars

• grammars are divided into two modules

• abstract module (cat and fun judgements)

• concrete module (lincat and lin judgements)

Judgement Interpretation

cat C C is a category

fun f: T f is a function of type T

lincat C = L C has linearization type L

lin f xs = t f xs has linearization t



Execution Strategy
• develop an abstract grammar for software 

engineering artifacts

• categories for system, cluster, class, description, 
explanation, query, command, constraint, and 
other semantic properties

• create concrete grammars for each concrete syntax

• restricted English found in documentation

• EBON CFG

• define type refinements between categorical types



Kind Theory
• paraconsistent, autoepistemic,

categorical logic of reuse

• used to describe relationships between 
reusable artifacts and their instances

• informal description ↩ 
formal model-based specification ↩ 
BISL ↩ source ↩ object code

• informal EBON ↩ formal EBON ↩
JML ↩ Java source code ↩ Java bytecode



Commuting Diagrams

Kind theory lets one describe general purpose reusable assets. Software artifacts and mathematical

systems are two kinds of assets that are described, and about which we reason, using kind theory. In its

simplest form, kind theory lets one describe type-like structures (called kind) and explain their interre-

lationships. The relationships that one describes are structural, subtyping, equivalency, composition and

decomposition, realization, and refinement.
From a type theoretical point of view, kind theory permits one to describe multiple type systems and

their interrelationships. The theorems of kind theory support reasoning at the object and the kind level,

much like one can reason about types and typed objects in type theory.

A full description of kind theory and its use requires an entire dissertation [8]. For space reasons we

only give a flavor of the means by which the semantics of semantic properties is specified here.

(Parent Is-a) (Is-a Refl) (Is-a Trans) (Is-a Asym)

Γ � K <p L
Γ � K < L

Γ � �
Γ � K < K

Γ � K < L Γ � L < M
Γ � K < M

Γ � K < L Γ � γ(⊥(K ≡ L)|)
Γ � γ(⊥(L < K)|)

Figure 2: Example rules written in kind theory.

A few examples of kind theory subkinding rules to help the reader get comfortable with reading them

are found in Figure 2. The rule Parent Is-a states that, if the parent of kind K is the kind L (K <p L) then

the kind K is-a L (K < L). This is akin to subtyping, where L is the immediate supertype of K. Is-a Refl
states that every kind is a subkind of itself (subkinding is reflexive); Is-a Trans that subkinding is transitive.

Finally, Is-a Asym states that, if K < L and K and L are not equivalent (γ(⊥(K ≡ L)|)) then one can

prove that L is not a subkind of K (γ(⊥(L < K)|)). This last rule hints at the fact that kind theory supports

reasoning about proof systems as well as proof artifacts, since proofs and evidence are first-order notions

in the theory.

The key foundational axiom of kind theory that supports this refinement-centric work is that properties

are preserved under interpretation. Interpretation is simply a (possibly computable) relation between kind,

and consequently, between objects that realize those kind. Thus, refinements between BON, JML, and

Java in this work are modeled as computational interpretations in kind theory. Such property-preserving

relations are described using commutative diagrams, as kind theory is a logic with a categorical feel.

Theorem 1 (FullInterp Part-of)

Γ, P � U ⊂p V Γ, P � V � W

Γ � U � P

Γ, P � U ⊂p V Γ, P � V � W

Γ � P ⊂p W

U
⊂p ✲ V

P

�
❄ ⊂p ✲

�
❄

W

�
❄

Figure 3: The Theorem Diagram for (FullInterp Part-of)

Consider the diagram in Figure 3. It captures the essential elements of the proof of the FullInterp Part-of
theorem, as seen in the two rules in Theorem 1.

Proof. Since V contains U , and � fully interprets V to W , then this interpretation also acts upon U . Call

the object resulting from the full interpretation P . Since full interpretation is structure-preserving, and ⊂p

is a component of that structure, then necessarily P ⊂p W . �

if

• U is a part of V and

• V interprets to W

then

• U interprets to P

• P is a part of W

• an interpretation of “part 
of” exists



Feature RefinementWhat this theorem tells us is that substructures are preserved under full interpretations and, as refine-

ments from BON to JML, and JML to Java, are full interpretations, then substructure relationships in BON

are preserved under refinement into JML, etc.

(query) “Current time?”
⊂p✲ (BON informal class) LOGICAL CLOCK

(feature) my time: INTEGER

�
❄ ⊂p✲

�
❄

deferred BON class LOGICAL CLOCK

�
❄

(pure method) long getLogicalTime()

�
❄ ⊂p ✲

�
❄

Java interface LogicalClock

�
❄

Figure 4: Full Interpretation of an Informal Query to a Formal (Pure) Feature

This property is made more clear if we replace this generic commutative diagram with a particular

instantiation for our running example. Consider Figure 4, which is an instantiation of this theorem when

applied to the single query of the running example.

Because the high-level design contains this query, (i.e., the BON class chart LOGICAL CLOCK contains

the query), then according to this theorem, the BON formal specification of the refinement of the class must

also contain this query. Moreover, all properties of the substructure (the query) at the less refined level (the

BON informal level) must be maintained by the more refined level (the BON formal level). In this case

this means that (i) the feature must be of non-VOID type (thus, it is a query), (ii) it must be pure (i.e., its

postcondition must not mention any frame conditions), and (iii) the documentation of the formal feature

must refine the documentation of the informal query (in this case, they are equivalent, but that’s specific to

this example).

5 Properties and their Classification

Thirty-five semantic properties have been identified and defined
1

. All semantic properties are enumerated

in Table 1.

Due to space reasons, only a handful of the more interesting properties and their semantics that we

have used in a number of software engineering projects, large and small, over nearly the last decade are

discussed. Also, the following descriptions are written entirely from the point of view of a user of semantic

properties (i.e., a software developer), not a creator of new semantic properties (which requires some

knowledge of kind theory).

To derive our core set of semantic properties, the existing realizations that we have used in two lan-

guages for many years were abstracted and unified. First, the set of predefined Javadoc tags, the standard

Eiffel indexing clauses, and the set of basic formal specification constructs were identified and made self-

consistent (duplicates were removed, semantics were weakened across domains for the generalization, etc.).

The resulting set of unique properties are the core set of semantic property kinds.

These properties were then classified according to their general use and intent. The classifications are:

meta-information, process, contracts, concurrency, usage, versioning, inheritance, documentation, depen-
dencies, and miscellaneous. This classification is represented using kind theory’s inheritance operators,

1
The original specification of these properties was defined in the Caltech Infospheres Java Coding Standard

(http://www.infospheres.caltech.edu/). That standard has since been refined and broadened. The most recent ver-

sion is available via the KindSoftware Research Group’s website (http://kind.ucd.ie/).



In Action

class_chart ALARM
explanation
  "An alarm."
query
  "Is this alarm on?"
command
  "Turn this alarm on.",
  "Turn this alarm off."
constraint
  "The alarm is either on or off."
end



In Action

class_chart ALARM
explanation
  "An alarm."
query
  "Is this alarm on?"
command
  "Turn this alarm on.",
  "Turn this alarm off."
constraint
  "The alarm is either on or off."
end

↝
ALARM≜
this→Expl⊗
on: this→B⊗
turn_on: this→B→this⊗
turn_off: this→B→this



The BON Tool Suite
• BONc: compiler-like framework for EBON 

(parser, type-checker, doc generation, etc.)

• Beetlz: refinement checker and generator 
between EBON and JML (fully round-trip)

• BON Eclipse perspective (integrates graphical and 
textual view of EBON)

• GF-based refinement (refinement checker and 
generator between informal and formal EBON)



Next Steps

• mechanical formalization of refinement in HOL

• integration of type-logical grammar work

• verification of refinement implementation

• extended static checking for English

• integration with WordNet and OpenCyc

• semantic types via JML contracts
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